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Introduction 
The near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) is a widely adopted method for performing analytical 

measurement. One of the principal application of NIRS is to determine a linear relationship 
between a set of calibration data and a set of concentration component, with the use of multivariate 
calibration,1. However, it's well know that the NIR-spectra contain undesirable variation due to 
physical properties such as light scattering and particle size, and irrelevant information to the 
response matrix,2. To correct this undesirable variation and to improve multivariate calibration 
various preprocessing methods, such as orthogonal signal correction (OSC),3 have been proposed in 
analytical chemistry literature. Recently, Trygg and Wold have developed a new modification of 
PLS methodology: O-PLS,4. Our main aim is to measure the influence of this preprocessing method 
on the PLS model when the response is a vector. 

Material and method 
A long-term field experiment on a soil at Uppsala, Swenden,5,6 was designed to  study the 

effects of various inorganic fertilisers and manurial treatments on soil structural properties and 
organic matter changes. We focused our analysis on carbon concentration (response y) and near-IR 
spectra (spectral matrix X). To measure the influence of O-PLS method, the root mean square error 
of prediction (RMSEP), had been used. For a number of I samples, this coefficient RMSEP is 
defined as 
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where ry  is the reference value and rŷ  the predicted value for the test sample r. 
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O-PLS method 
We name O-PLS method, the research of ⊥w  which maximises: 
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The difficulties of this method are to choose the number of: 
 PLS component to correct, 
 O-PLS components to compute for each PLS component. 

 
In order to compare the different possibilities, various combinations of PLS and O-PLS 

components were tested. 

 

Results 
  
 

 
Figure 1. Influence of the number of PLS and O-PLS components on RMSEP of carbon 
concentration. ○ =PLS(OPLS(1;1),y), ∆ =PLS(OPLS(1;2),y), + =PLS(OPLS(1;3),y) and 
×=PLS(OPLS(1;4),y). 
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Figure 2. Influence of the number of PLS and O-PLS components on RMSEP of carbon 
concentration. ○=PLS(OPLS(1;1),y), ∆=PLS(OPLS(2;1,1),y), + =PLS(OPLS(3;1,1,1),y) and 
×=PLS(OPLS(4;1,1,1,1),y). 

 

 

  
 

 
Figure 3. Influence of the number of PLS and O-PLS components on RMSEP of carbon 
concentration. ○=PLS(OPLS(3;1,2,3),y),  ∆=PLS(OPLS(3;3,1,2),y), + =PLS(OPLS(3;2,3,1),y), 
× =PLS(OPLS(3;1,3,2),y), ◊=PLS(OPLS(3;2,1,3),y) and ∇=PLS(OPLS(3;3,2,1),y). 
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Discussion 
Figure 1, shows the RMSEP when one PLS component was corrected with one, two, three or 

four O-PLS components. The four curves are clearly similar. In fact, every curve is a horizontal 
translation of the other. 

Figure 2, correspond to model with the first, the first two, the first three or the first four PLS 
component were corrected with one O-PLS components. The figure 2 is the same as the fig.1 for a 
number of PLS components superior or equal to four. 
We have proved the following property: 
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means that the PLS model are the same for a number of PLS components 
superior or equal to k . 

 
In Figure 3 six models were compared when the three first PLS components are corrected with 

a total of six O-PLS components. The six curves are identical for a number of PLS components 
superior or equal to three.  
It is possible to generalize the previous equation by the following property: 
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Theory 
The main idea of the proof is based on the equality between the space spanned by the PLS 

components of the initial model and the space spanned by the O-PLS and PLS corrected 
components. We will denote by 

 jt     the thj  PLS component of the initial matrix X , 
 kj,t  the thj  PLS component corrected by 1−k  O-PLS components, 
 ⊥

kj,t  the thk O-PLS component computed to correct the thj  PLS component. 
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The following table summarises the principle of the proof : 
 
Table 1. Proof of principle. 
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Level 1 

 
1t  

  
⊥

1,1t
⊥

2,1t
⊥

3,1t 4,1t  
  

⊥
1,1t

⊥
2,1t 3,1t  

Level 2 2t   1,2t   ⊥
1,2t 2,2t  

Level 3 3t   1,3t   1,3t  
Level 4 4t      
Level 5 5t      
Level 6 6t      

      
 
 
The vectors in the identical style box define exactly the same space. The vectors links by an 

arrow are identical. By consequences, the PLS regression model of y by X , by OPLS(1;3) and by 
OPLS(2;2,1) respectively with six components, three components and three components are 
identical. 

 

Conclusion 
We have seen that to use O-PLS method, we must to choose the number of PLS component to 

correct and the number of O-PLS components to compute for each PLS component. In the most of 
O-PLS papers, only the first PLS component is corrected and empirics methods have proposed to 
choose the number of O-PLS components to compute. But no mathematical justifications have 
been proposed to explain these choices. 

In this paper, news mathematical properties on O-PLS method are proposed. These properties 
give a response to these problems in the case where y  is a vector. 
First, the property (1) state that it is sufficient to correct only the first PLS component. The 
correction depends only of the number of O-PLS components to remove. 
Second, Each O-PLS components permit to reduce the complexity of the final model of one PLS 
component. Consequently is possible to choose the number of O-PLS components to compute. This 
number depends of the number of PLS components that the users want in the final PLS model and 
the dimension of optimal PLS model given by the cross validation. 
Third, we have proved that PLS models prediction quality is preserved when we use the O-PLS 
method. 

So, The O-PLS pretreatment is a method to reduce the number of PLS components but not to 
increase the prediction quality. 

 It seems possible to extrapolate these results if Y is a matrix. Nevertheless, the finals models 
are not exactly the same, but very similar. To obtain identical models, the PLS components number 
must be superior to r . This value r  depends to the column number of the Y  matrix and the 
number of O-PLS components used. This is an interesting practical problem but theoretically 
difficult. 
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